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Thought it would be like a successor to Black and White, was somehow completely disappointed. This game is very well done
for an early access game. It has a beautiful world design and the dialogue is witty. This is a great game if you like god-like
games. I definitely recommend this and can't wait to play some more.. To consider: 1. Bought the game because people said it
resembles Black & White. 2. While it has a bunch of snowballs and constant restarting missions due to simple player error, it
doesn't lack as a complete game. If this game was released 10 years ago it would have been very well received. 3. If the
developers decide to evolve the game and continue as a franchise, a The Mims 2 could be well on the way to become this
generation's god game. Worth buying. After finishing the main story: definetly waiting for a sequel.. The game has okay
mechanics, but the story mode was not very interesting. It might have been better if I had played more, but I couldn't risk it
being bad and not getting a refund.. No Save I wish I would have read reviews before buying.. sucks don't buy it. First
Impressions: I have to say, for an early access game, it's an incredibly solid experience. It's essentially a strategic god-like
game.that is, you can place structures and cast spells/enact powers that can both aid your minions and destroy pests and other
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nasty invaders. The different structures and how they chain together can take some getting used to, but I was able to figure it out
after a few playthrus on the first level. The game eventually introduces a wave system and researching the appropriate tech will
allow you to see farther into the future. It's easily recommendable in its current state.. Really nice game with fancy
graphics,balansed gamelay,interesting dialogs and built around ecology,what I really love.. Graphics are great, with a consistent
look and feel to the game and the menus. The starting tutorial is very useful as the UI is a little different to what I am used to
playing. The characters are written to have a sense of humour, which fits with the game design.
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